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(54) LOCKING AND ANTI-THEFT DEVICE FOR A BICYCLE AND BICYCLE COMPRISING SAID 
DEVICE

(57) An anti-theft closure and immobilization device
(1) for a bicycle comprising an outer sleeve (10) defining
a sleeve axis (M-M), opposite sleeve end openings (13,
14), a sleeve inner surface (15), a sleeve engagement
recess (16) extending from said sleeve inner surface (15)
towards the outside of the outer sleeve (10); a shaft (30)
defining a rotation axis (A-A) and a shaft outer surface
(31), said shaft (30) being arranged coaxially to, and in-
side of said outer sleeve (10) so as to rotate with respect
to said outer sleeve (10) about said rotation axis (A-A),
said shaft (30) having a first free shaft end (32) and a
second free shaft end (33) accessible from said opposite

sleeve end openings (13, 14); said shaft (30) having a
second free end opening (35) and an inner cavity (34)
extending along the rotation axis (A-A) from said second
free end opening (35) towards the first free shaft end
(32), said inner cavity (34) defining a cavity side surface
(36); said shaft (30) having a through engagement-hole
(37) extending between said cavity side surface (36) and
said shaft outer surface (31) along an engagement hole
axis (F-F), a locking mechanism (70) arranged inside said
inner cavity (34) and actuatable by means of said second
free end opening (35).
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Description

Field of application

[0001] The present invention relates to an anti-theft
closure and immobilization device for a bicycle.

State of the art

[0002] Various anti-theft devices for a bicycle are
known, and in particular able to lock the rotation of the
pedal sprocket when the bicycle is left unattended in a
public place.
[0003] In particular, devices are also known which re-
main hidden within the bicycle frame.
[0004] Such known devices, however, are generally
bulky and structurally complex in addition to being inte-
grated into the structure of the bicycle, which must be
specifically designed so as to have inner spaces config-
ured to accommodate and allow the operation thereof.
[0005] Such known anti-theft devices, adapted to be
hidden within the structure of the bicycle, have therefore
the disadvantage of being dedicated to specific ge-
ometries of the inner spaces of the bicycle frame, nega-
tively affecting the overall production and sale costs.
[0006] The need to provide an anti-theft closure and
immobilization device for a bicycle, adapted to be mount-
ed within the bicycle frame avoiding the need for a spe-
cific design of the frame itself, is therefore strongly felt.

Summary of the invention

[0007] It is an object of the present invention to devise
and make available an anti-theft closure and immobiliza-
tion device for a bicycle which allows to satisfy the afore-
mentioned requirements and to obviate at least partially
the drawbacks complained here above with reference to
the prior art.
[0008] In particular, it is a task of the present invention
to make available an anti-theft closure and immobilization
device for a bicycle adapted to be mounted within the
bicycle frame avoiding the need for a specific design of
the frame itself.
[0009] Furthermore, it is an object of the present in-
vention to provide an anti-theft closure and immobiliza-
tion device for a bicycle adapted to be mounted within
the bicycle frame in a manner completely hidden from
view.
[0010] It is another object of the present invention to
provide an anti-theft closure and immobilization device
for a bicycle adapted to be mounted within the bicycle
frame, in which such device is structurally robust and
reliable.
[0011] These and further objects and advantages are
achieved by means of an anti-theft closure and immobi-
lization device for a bicycle and a bicycle in accordance
with the independent claims.
[0012] Further objects, solutions and advantages are

shown in the embodiments described below, and claimed
in the dependent claims.
[0013] According to a general embodiment of the in-
vention, the provision for accommodating the shaft co-
axially to, and inside of, an outer sleeve which is mount-
able within a seat for a sprocket of a bicycle frame, and
the provision for accommodating the entire locking mech-
anism within the sleeve, and the provision for the mech-
anism to comprise a movable engagement element
adapted to engage with a sleeve recess, allows to make
the shape and the operation of the closure device com-
pletely separate and independent from the shape of the
bicycle frame, thus making the device mountable to any
bicycle frame, also already existing, without modifying
the frame.
[0014] The aforesaid closure and immobilization de-
vice is thus presented, in an assembled manner, as a
stand-alone assembly, compact, complete and univer-
sal, mountable to any bicycle frame which has a frame
seat for a pedal sprocket. It is sufficient that the outer
sleeve has an outer size such to be housed within the
frame seat for a pedal sprocket.
[0015] Frames of many different bicycle models are
frequently made so as to comprise a pedal sprocket seat
of a size substantially equal one another. This allows to
mount the same closure device according to claim 1 to
all bicycle models having a substantially equal pedal
sprocket seat, independently of any other size and type
of frame.
[0016] Among other things, the closure and immobili-
zation device according to claim 1 allows the mounting
thereof to any already existing bicycle, by means of sim-
ple mounting operations, avoiding to carry out any mod-
ification of the frame.
According to an advantageous embodiment, the closure
and immobilization device comprises a first sleeve ele-
ment comprising said sleeve engagement recess, and a
second sleeve element associable with one another
when approaching each other to form the outer sleeve,
wherein
the first sleeve element comprises a first outer fastening
portion adapted to be fastened to the bicycle frame,
and/or wherein
the second sleeve element comprises a second outer
fastening portion adapted to be fastened to the bicycle
frame.
[0017] The bicycle frames known generally comprise
a pedal sprocket seat having inner seat threads to allow
the fastening of a known pedal sprocket therewithin.
[0018] The closure device having the aforesaid first
outer fastening portion and/or the second outer fastening
portion, allows the mounting of the device according to
the aforesaid advantageous embodiment to the known
frame by simply mounting the new device according to
the aforesaid advantageous embodiment in place of the
known pedal sprocket, using the same inner pedal
sprocket seat already present in the bicycle frame.
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Brief description of the drawings

[0019] The invention will be illustrated below with the
description of some embodiments thereof, given by way
of explanation and not by way of limitation, with reference
to the accompanying drawings wherein:

- Figure 1 shows a closure and immobilization device
according to the present invention mounted in a ped-
al sprocket seat of a bicycle frame, in a longitudinal
section view by means of a section plane passing
through the rotation axis of the shaft of the closure
and immobilization device;

- Figure 2 shows a longitudinal sectional view of the
closure and immobilization device of Figure 1,
wherein the engagement element is in a protruding
position and engaged in the engagement recess,
preventing the relevant rotation of the shaft with re-
spect to the outer sleeve;

- Figure 3 shows a longitudinal sectional view of the
closure and immobilization device of Figure 1,
wherein the engagement element is in a non-pro-
truding position and retracted so as to be disengaged
from the sleeve recess allowing the free rotation of
the shaft with respect to the sleeve;

- Figure 4 shows a side view of a shaft of the closure
and immobilization device of Figure 1;

- Figure 5 shows a longitudinal sectional view of the
shaft of the closure and immobilization device of Fig-
ure 4;

- Figure 6 shows a longitudinal sectional view of a first
sleeve element of the closure and immobilization de-
vice of Figure 1;

- Figure 7 shows a perspective view of an example of
engagement element of the closure and immobiliza-
tion device of Figure 1;

- Figure 8 shows a perspective view of an example of
stem of the closure and immobilization device of Fig-
ure 1;

- Figure 9 shows an example of actuation device of
the closure and immobilization device of Figure 1.

Description of the preferred embodiments

[0020] With reference to the figures, an anti-theft clo-
sure and immobilization device for a bicycle according
to the invention is generally indicated with reference nu-
meral 1.
[0021] The anti-theft closure and immobilization device
1 for a bicycle comprising an outer sleeve 10 defining a
sleeve axis M-M, opposite sleeve end openings 13, 14,
a sleeve inner surface 15, a sleeve engagement recess
16 extending from said sleeve inner surface 15 towards
the outside of the outer sleeve 10.
[0022] According to an embodiment, the outer sleeve
10 has a substantially tubular shape, for example a cy-
lindrical tubular shape.
[0023] According to an embodiment, the sleeve en-

gagement recess 16 transversely extends with respect
to the sleeve axis M-M, for example, it is orthogonal to
the sleeve axis M-M.
[0024] Preferably, the sleeve engagement recess 16
is a hole, for example a blind hole or a through hole.
[0025] The closure device 1 comprises a shaft 30 de-
fining a rotation axis A-A and a shaft outer surface 31,
preferably a lateral shaft outer surface 31.
[0026] The shaft 30 is arranged coaxially to and inside
of the outer sleeve 10 so as to rotate with respect to the
outer sleeve 10 about the rotation axis A-A.
[0027] The shaft 30 has a first free shaft end 32 and a
second free shaft end 33 accessible from opposite sleeve
end openings 13, 14.
[0028] The shaft 30 has a second free end opening 35
and an inner cavity 34 extending along the rotation axis
A-A from the second free end opening 35 towards the
first free shaft end 32.
[0029] The inner cavity 34 defines a cavity side surface
36.
[0030] According to an embodiment, the inner cavity
34 is a hole coaxial to the rotation axis A-A, and is pref-
erably a blind hole.
[0031] According to an embodiment, the shaft 30 has
a substantially cylindrical shape.
[0032] The shaft 30 has an through engagement-hole
37 extending between the cavity side surface 36 and the
shaft outer surface 31, preferably the shaft outer side
surface 31, along an engagement hole axis F-F.
[0033] According to an embodiment, the engagement
hole axis F-F is inclined with respect to the rotation axis
A-A, for example transverse to the rotation axis A-A, for
example orthogonal to the rotation axis A-A.
[0034] The closure device 1 further comprises a lock-
ing mechanism 70 arranged inside the inner cavity 34
and actuatable by means of the second free end opening
35.
[0035] The locking mechanism 70 comprises a shaft
engagement element 60 slidably engaged in the engage-
ment hole 37 between a protruding position with respect
to the lateral shaft outer surface 31, and a non-protruding
position with respect to the lateral shaft outer surface 31.
[0036] The sleeve engagement recess 16 and the shaft
engagement element 60 are mutually positioned so as
to align, at a predetermined angular position of the shaft
30 with respect to the outer sleeve 10, the shaft engage-
ment element 60 with the sleeve engagement recess 16,
so that the shaft engagement element 60 may be at least
partially received, in protruding position, in said sleeve
engagement recess 16 preventing any further movement
of the shaft 30 with respect to the outer sleeve 10.
[0037] According to an embodiment, the locking mech-
anism 70 comprises a stem 50 housed inside the inner
cavity 34 and movable between a retracted position and
an advanced position.
[0038] Preferably, the stem 50 comprises an elongated
body coaxially and slidably housed in the inner cavity 34
along the rotation axis A-A.
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[0039] The locking mechanism 70 further comprises
motion transmitting means 70’ between the stem 50 and
the shaft engagement element 60 arranged within the
inner cavity 34 and configured so that a movement of the
stem 50 between the retracted position and the advanced
position corresponds to a movement of the shaft engage-
ment element 60 between the protruding position and
the non-protruding position.
[0040] According to an embodiment, the motion trans-
mitting means 70’ comprise a cam-follower device 71.
[0041] According to one embodiment, the cam-follow-
er device 71 comprises a cam profile 72, 73, 74 of the
stem, a follower profile 61 of the shaft engagement ele-
ment 60 adapted to be pushed in sliding contact against
the cam profile 72, 73, 74, and elastic thrust means 63
adapted to push the follower profile 61 against the cam
profile 72, 73, 74.
[0042] According to an embodiment, the cam profile
72, 73, 74 comprises a first profile portion 72, for example
rectilinear, parallel to the rotation axis A-A and arranged
at a first distance therefrom, a third profile portion 74, for
example rectilinear, parallel to the rotation axis A-A and
arranged at a second distance therefrom, a second pro-
file portion 73, interposed between the first profile portion
72 and the third profile portion 74 and inclined with re-
spect thereto.
[0043] According to an embodiment, the second profile
portion 73 is rectilinear.
[0044] According to an embodiment, the stem 50, of
which Figure 8 shows an embodiment, comprises an
elongated body 51, for example cylindrical, comprising
the cam profile 72, 73, 74.
[0045] According to an embodiment the cam profile 72,
73, 74 belongs to a cam surface 72’, 73’, 74’ of the stem
50, wherein the cam profile 72, 73, 74 is the intersection
of the cam surface 72’, 73’, 74’ with a sectional plane
passing through the rotation axis A-A.
[0046] According to an embodiment, the cam surface
72’, 73’, 74’ comprises a surface portion 72’ comprising
the first profile portion 72. For example, the first surface
portion is flat and orthogonal to the engagement hole axis
F-F.
[0047] According to an embodiment, the cam surface
72’, 73’, 74’ comprises a third surface portion
74" comprising the third profile portion 74. For example,
the third surface portion 74’ is flat and orthogonal to the
engagement hole axis, or the third surface portion 74’ is
substantially cylindrical and belonging to the outer sur-
face of the stem 50 or of the elongated body 51.
[0048] According to an embodiment, the cam surface
72’, 73’, 74’ comprises a second surface portion
73" comprising the second profile portion 73. For exam-
ple, the second surface portion 73’ is flat and inclined
with respect to the engagement hole axis F-F and to the
rotation axis A-A.
[0049] According to an embodiment, the shaft engage-
ment element, of which Figure 7 shows an embodiment,
is an elongated body defining a main engagement ele-

ment development axis C-C.
[0050] Operatively, the shaft engagement element 60
is slidably arranged within the engagement hole 37 so
that the main development axis C-C of the engagement
element is arranged along the engagement hole axis F-F.
[0051] According to an embodiment, the follower pro-
file 61 belongs to a follower surface belonging to an inner
side surface of a slot 65 crossing the shaft engagement
element 60, preferably said slot being a slot passing
through the shaft engagement element 60, preferably
transversely to the main development direction C-C of
the shaft engagement element 60, preferably orthogo-
nally to the main development direction C-C of the shaft
engagement element 60.
[0052] According to an embodiment, the elastic thrust
means 63 comprise a compression spring acting along
the engagement hole axis F-F between the shaft engage-
ment element 60 and the shaft 30, for example between
a shoulder 66 made on an outer side surface of the shaft
engagement element 60 and the cavity side surface 36,
for example between a shoulder 66 made on an outer
side surface of the shaft engagement element 60 and a
flaring 67 made along the engagement hole axis F-F in
the shaft 30 from the cavity side surface 36.
[0053] According to an embodiment, the locking mech-
anism 70 comprises elastic return means 77 adapted to
act on the stem 50 to bring it back to a rest position, for
example at the protruding position of the shaft engage-
ment element 60.
[0054] According to an embodiment, the elastic return
means 77 comprise a compression spring acting on the
stem 50 along the rotation axis A-A.
[0055] According to an embodiment, the compression
spring is interposed between a stem collar 55 laterally
protruding from the stem 50 and a shoulder 39 in the
inner cavity 34.
[0056] According to an embodiment, the closure de-
vice 1 comprises an actuation device 80 mounted inside
said cavity 34 and adapted to actuate the locking mech-
anism 70.
[0057] In particular, the actuation device 80 is config-
ured to act on the locking mechanism 70 to move the
shaft engagement element 60 between the protruding
position and the non-protruding position and hold it in
one of these positions.
[0058] According to an advantageous embodiment,
the actuation device 80 is configured to act on the locking
mechanism 70 to move the shaft engagement element
60 from the protruding position (Figure 2) to the non-
protruding position (Figure 3) and hold it the non-protrud-
ing position.
[0059] According to an embodiment, the actuation de-
vice comprises a movable body 82 arranged within the
cavity 34 and a guided movement device rotating with
respect to the shaft 30 to rotate about the rotation axis
A-A and to slide along the rotation axis A-A.
[0060] According to an embodiment, the guided move-
ment device comprises a pin 84 fastened to the shaft 30
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in a protruding manner in said cavity 34 from the cavity
side surface 36, and a guide channel 83 made on an
outer side surface of the movable body 82, adapted to
be slidably crossed by said pin 84 to guide the movement
of the movable body 82 with respect to the shaft 30.
[0061] According to an embodiment, shown by way of
example in Figure 9, the guide channel 83 comprises a
portion parallel to the rotation axis A-A and a circumfer-
ential portion 85 arranged circumferentially with respect
to the rotation axis A-A.
[0062] According to one embodiment, the actuation
device 80 comprises a lock for a key 81 accessible from
the second free end opening 35.
[0063] According to an embodiment, the lock for a key
81 may comprise a cavity/protrusion 87 made at a free
end 86 of the actuation device 80, as shown by way of
example in figures 2, 3, 9, facing towards the outside
through, or at, the second free end opening 35. In this
case, to act on the actuation device 80 and move it so
as to move the shaft engagement element 60 is sufficient
to insert, through the second free end opening 35, a key
shaped to couple with the cavity/protrusion 87 and move
such key accordingly.
[0064] The lock for a key 81 can alternatively comprise
a lock unit, not shown in the figures, mechanically cou-
pled with the actuation device 80, adapted to receive a
key having a complex shape.
[0065] Such lock unit is preferably mounted inside the
inner cavity 34 and accessible through of the second free
end opening 35.
[0066] According to an embodiment, the shaft 30 com-
prises a first shaft element 41 comprising the first free
shaft end 32 and the engagement hole 37 of the shaft
30, and a second shaft element 42 comprising the second
shaft end 33, said second shaft element 42 being faste-
nable to said first shaft element 41.
[0067] According to an embodiment, the inner cavity
36 crosses entirely the second shaft element 42 and par-
tially the first shaft element 41.
[0068] According to an embodiment, the shaft 30 com-
prises fastening means to fasten the first shaft element
41 and the second shaft element 42 each other, for ex-
ample, such fastening means are removable fastening
means, for example comprising a screw, or a grub screw,
29.
[0069] Alternatively, the fastening means are non-re-
movable fastening means (not shown), for example a
welded or glued junction.
[0070] According to an embodiment, the second shaft
element 42 comprises an axial securing element 27, in-
tegral with the second shaft element 42 and configured
to prevent the axial sliding of the second outer sleeve
element 12 with respect to the shaft 30 when moving
away from the first free shaft end 32 of the rotating shaft.
[0071] According to an embodiment, the axial securing
element 27 is an annular protrusion of the second shaft
element 42 coaxial to the shaft 30.
[0072] According to an embodiment, the axial securing

element 27 is arranged so as to receive in abutment the
second bearing 92 and prevent the sliding of the second
bearing 92 beyond the axial securing element 27 when
moving away from the first free shaft end 32.
[0073] According to an embodiment, the second bear-
ing 92 is mounted integral with said second outer sleeve
element 12.
[0074] For example, the second bearing 92 is shrink-
fitted in said second outer sleeve element 12.
[0075] For example, the second outer sleeve element
12 comprises an abutment portion 28 arranged to prevent
the axial sliding of the second bearing 92 with respect to
the second outer sleeve element 12 when moving away
from the first free shaft end 32.
[0076] Thus, the second sleeve element 12 may not
be disassembled by the first outer sleeve element 11 if
first the engagement element 60 is not brought in the
non-protruding position, as the second outer sleeve ele-
ment 12 cannot be pulled from the shaft 30 when moving
away from the first free end 32, as it is stopped by the
axial securing element 27.
[0077] According to an embodiment, the outer sleeve
10 comprises a first sleeve element 11 comprising said
sleeve engagement recess 16 and a second sleeve el-
ement 12 associable when approaching one another to
form the outer sleeve 10.
[0078] According to an embodiment, the closure de-
vice 1 comprises a first bearing 91 interposed between
the first sleeve element 11 and the shaft 30, and a second
bearing 92 interposed between the second sleeve ele-
ment 12 and the shaft 30.
[0079] According to an embodiment, the first sleeve
element 11 comprises a first fastening portion 17, and/or
the second sleeve element 12 comprises a second fas-
tening portion 18.
[0080] According to an embodiment, the first fastening
portion 17 comprises a first outer thread 17’ coaxial to
the rotation axis A-A, and/or the second fastening portion
17 comprises a second outer thread 18’ coaxial to the
rotation axis A-A.
[0081] According to an embodiment, the first fastening
portion 17 and the second fastening portion 18 are con-
figured to be fastened inside a pedal sprocket seat 101
of a bicycle frame 100 and the first free shaft end 32
comprises a first pedal supporting portion 32’ to engage
and removably support a first pedal 102, and the second
free shaft end 33 comprises a second pedal supporting
portion 33’ to engage and removably support a second
pedal 103.
[0082] Thus, the closure device 1 is a bicycle pedal
sprocket able to lock the rotation of the pedals to immo-
bilize the bicycle.
[0083] This embodiment allows to hide the closure de-
vice 1 inside the pedal sprocket seat of the bicycle frame.
[0084] According to another embodiment of the clo-
sure device 1 described above, the first fastening portion
17 and the second fastening portion 18 are configured
to be fastened inside a bicycle wheel hub seat and in
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which the first free shaft end 32 comprises a first remov-
able portion for mounting to a bicycle wheel fork, and the
second free shaft end 33 comprises a second removable
portion for mounting to a bicycle wheel fork.
[0085] Wheel hub seat means an axial seat in the bi-
cycle wheel, adapted to receive a hub mounted to the
bicycle frame. In particular, this embodiment allows to
hide the closure device 1 described above inside the
wheel hub seat.
[0086] In other words, the closure device 1 according
to this embodiment is a hub for a bicycle wheel able to
lock the rotation of the wheel with respect to the fork so
as to immobilize the bicycle.
[0087] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, the aforesaid and other objects and advantages
are satisfied by a bicycle comprising a bicycle frame 100
having a portion of frame comprising a pedal sprocket
seat 101, a first pedal 102 and a second pedal 103, an
anti-theft closure and immobilization device for a bicycle
1 as described above, wherein the outer sleeve 10 is
housed inside, and fastened to, the pedal sprocket seat
101, and wherein the first pedal 102 is fastened, prefer-
ably in a removable manner, to the first free shaft end 32
and the second pedal 103 is fastened, preferably in a
removable manner, to the second free shaft end 33.
[0088] According to an embodiment, the pedal sprock-
et seat 101 is substantially cylindrical and comprises a
first and a second inner threads adapted to couple with
the first outer thread 17’ and with the second outer thread
18’, respectively.
[0089] According to a further aspect of the present in-
vention, the aforesaid other objects and advantages are
satisfied by a bicycle comprising a bicycle frame 100 hav-
ing at least one wheel supporting fork, at least one wheel
having a wheel hub having a wheel hub seat, an anti-
theft closure and immobilization device for a bicycle 1 as
described above wherein the outer sleeve is housed in-
side, and fastened to said hub seat, in which the wheel
supporting fork is fastened, preferably in a removable
manner, to the first free shaft end 32 and to the second
free shaft end 33.
[0090] According to an embodiment, the hub seat is
substantially cylindrical and comprises a first and a sec-
ond inner thread adapted to pair with the first outer thread
17’ and with the second outer thread 18’, respectively.
[0091] Advantageously, the closure device described
above allows to be mounted in a pedal sprocket seat of
a bicycle, in particular, also an already existing bicycle,
without altering or modifying in any way the structure of
the bicycle itself.
[0092] It is thus sufficient to disassemble the conven-
tional pedal sprocket, and mount in its place the closure
device according to the present invention.
[0093] This advantage is obtained thanks to the fact
that the entire closure device according to the present
invention is presented as an independent unit, which ex-
ternally has the same size of a traditional pedal sprocket.
[0094] The lock is hidden inside the device and is ac-

cessible by a free end opening. This allows to hide the
lock itself from prying eyes of a thief.
[0095] Furthermore, the closure device described
above is extremely robust as it is protected within the
bicycle sprocket seat, preventing the introduction of
tamper tools.
[0096] In case the engagement hole axis F-F is trans-
verse, or orthogonal, with respect to the rotation axis A-
A, when the shaft engagement element 60 is in the pro-
truding position, and therefore engaged inside the sleeve
engagement recess 16, it prevents disassembling the
first sleeve element 11 and the second sleeve element
12 each other, as the second sleeve element 12 is se-
cured along the rotation axis to the shaft 30 by means of
the second bearing 92, and also the first sleeve element
11 is secured along the rotation axis to the shaft 30 by
means of the shaft element inserted inside the sleeve
engagement recess 16.
[0097] As a result, the closure device according to the
invention cannot, in any way, be disassembled without
first acting on the locking mechanism 70 to bring the shaft
engagement element 60 in the non-protruding position.
[0098] This guarantees the maximum safety of the clo-
sure device against any device tampering attempts of a
thief.
[0099] A person skilled in the art, to satisfy contingent
needs, may modify, adapt and replace elements of the
embodiments of the device described above with other
functionally equivalent, without departing from the scope
of the following claims. Each of the features described
as belonging to a possible embodiment can be achieved
independently from the other embodiments described.
[0100] The means and the materials required to carry
out the different functions described may be of different
nature, without, because of this, departing from the scope
of the invention.
[0101] Note also that the term "comprising" does not
exclude other elements or steps, the term "a/an" or "one"
does not exclude a plurality.
[0102] All of the features described herein may be com-
bined in any combination, except combinations where at
least some of such features are mutually exclusive.

Claims

1. An anti-theft closure and immobilization device (1)
for a bicycle comprising:

- an outer sleeve (10) defining a sleeve axis (M-
M), opposite sleeve end openings (13, 14), a
sleeve inner surface (15), a sleeve engagement
recess (16) extending from said sleeve inner
surface (15) towards outside of the outer sleeve
(10);
- a shaft (30) defining a rotation axis (A-A) and
a shaft outer surface (31), said shaft (30) being
arranged coaxially to, and inside of said outer
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sleeve (10) so as to rotate with respect to said
outer sleeve (10) about said rotation axis (A-A),
said shaft (30) having a first free shaft end (32)
and a second free shaft end (33) accessible from
said opposite sleeve end openings (13, 14); said
shaft (30) having a second free end opening (35)
and an inner cavity (34) extending along the ro-
tation axis (A-A) from said second free end
opening (35) towards the first free shaft end (32),
said inner cavity (34) defining a cavity side sur-
face (36); said shaft (30) having a through en-
gagement hole (37) extending between said
cavity side surface (36) and said shaft outer sur-
face (31) along an engagement hole axis (F-F);
- a locking mechanism (70) arranged inside said
inner cavity (34) and actuatable through said
second free end opening (35), comprising a
shaft engagement element (60) slidably en-
gaged in said engagement hole (37) between a
protruding position with respect to said shaft out-
er surface (31) and a non-protruding position
with respect to said shaft outer surface (31);
- said sleeve engagement recess (16) and said
shaft engagement element (60) being mutually
positioned so as to align, at a predetermined an-
gular position of the shaft (30) with respect to
the outer sleeve (10), the shaft engagement el-
ement (60) with the sleeve engagement recess
(16), so that the shaft engagement element (60)
may be partially received in said sleeve engage-
ment recess (16), in said predetermined angular
position of the shaft, thus preventing any further
movement of the shaft (30) with respect to the
outer sleeve (10).

2. A device, according to claim 1, wherein the locking
mechanism (70) comprises:

- a stem (50) housed inside said inner cavity (34)
and movable between a retracted position and
an advanced position;
- motion transmitting means (70’) between the
stem (50) and the shaft engagement element
(60) arranged within the inner cavity (34) and
configured so that a movement of the stem (50)
between the retracted position and the ad-
vanced position corresponds to a movement of
the shaft engagement element (60) between the
protruding position and the non-protruding po-
sition.

3. A closure device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the motion transmitting means (70’) comprise a cam-
follower device (71).

4. A closure device according to claim 3, wherein the
cam-follower device (71) comprises a cam profile
(72, 73, 74) of the stem, a follower profile (61) of the

shaft engagement element (60) adapted to be
pushed in sliding contact against the cam profile (72,
73, 74), and elastic thrust means (63) adapted to
push the follower profile (61) against the cam profile
(72, 73, 74).

5. A closure device according to at least one of the pre-
ceding claims, comprising an actuation device (80)
mounted inside said cavity (34) configured to actuate
the locking mechanism (70) to move the shaft en-
gagement element (60) between the protruding po-
sition and the non-protruding position and hold it in
one of these positions.

6. A closure device according to claim 5, wherein the
actuation device (80) comprises a lock for a key (81)
accessible from said second free end opening (35).

7. A closure device according to at least one preceding
claim, wherein the shaft (30) comprises a first shaft
element (41) comprising the first free shaft end (32)
and the engagement hole (37) of the shaft (30), and
a second shaft element (42) comprising the second
shaft end (33), said second shaft element (42) being
fastenable to said first shaft element (41).

8. A closure device according to at least one preceding
claim, wherein the outer sleeve (10) comprises a first
sleeve element (11) comprising said sleeve engage-
ment recess (16), and a second sleeve element (12),
associable each other when approaching each other
to form the outer sleeve (10).

9. A closure device according to claim 8, wherein the
first sleeve element (11) comprises a first outer fas-
tening portion (17) adapted to be fastened to a bicy-
cle frame, and/or wherein
the second sleeve element (12) comprises a second
outer fastening portion (18) adapted to be fastened
to the bicycle frame.

10. A device according to claim 8, comprising a first bear-
ing (91) interposed between the first sleeve element
(11) and the shaft (30), and a second bearing (92)
interposed between the second sleeve element (12)
and the shaft (30).

11. A device according to at least one preceding claim,
wherein the second shaft element (42) comprises an
axial securing element (27), integral with the second
shaft element (42) and configured to prevent the ax-
ial sliding of the second outer sleeve element (12)
with respect to the shaft (30) when moving away from
the first rotating free shaft end (32).

12. A device according to claim 9, wherein the first fas-
tening portion (17) and the second fastening portion
(18) are configured to be fastened inside a pedal
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sprocket seat (101) of a bicycle frame (100) and
wherein the first free shaft end (32) comprises a first
pedals supporting portion (32’) to engage and re-
movably support a first pedal (102), and the second
free shaft end (33) comprises a second pedals sup-
porting portion (33’) to engage and removably sup-
port a second pedal (103).

13. A bicycle comprising:

- a bicycle frame (100) having a frame portion
comprising a pedal sprocket seat (101);
- a first pedal (102) and a second pedal (103);
- an anti-theft closure and immobilization device
for a bicycle (1) according to at least one of the
preceding claims, wherein the outer sleeve is
housed inside, and fastened to said pedal
sprocket seat (101);
- wherein the first pedal (102) is fastened to the
first free shaft end (32), and wherein the second
pedal (103) is fastened to the second free shaft
end (33).

14. A device according to claim 9, wherein the first fas-
tening portion (17) and the second fastening portion
(18) are configured to be fastened inside a bicycle
wheel hub seat and wherein the first free shaft end
(32) comprises a first removable portion for mounting
to a bicycle wheel fork, and the second free shaft
end (33) comprises a second removable portion for
mounting to a bicycle wheel fork.

15. A bicycle comprising:

- a bicycle frame (100) having at least one wheel
supporting fork;
- at least one wheel having a wheel hub having
a wheel hub seat;
- an anti-theft closure and immobilization device
for a bicycle (1) according to at least one of
claims 1 to 11, or 14, wherein the outer sleeve
is housed inside, and fastened to said hub seat;
- wherein the wheel supporting fork is fastened
to the first free shaft end (32) and to the second
free shaft end (33).
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